Call to order at 3:09pm

Present: Gesele Durham, Kay Eilers, Brian Hinshaw, Jennifer DeRoche, Jen Hayes, Robin Jens, Hope Longwell-Grice, Warren Scherer, Excused: Rob Smith, Louis Molina, Phyllis King, Scott Emmons, Rodney Swain,

1. Continue review of brainstorming document to formulate recommendations
   a. Continued discussion of exploring students
      i. Curriculum
         1. Meta majors – think through career groupings. Ideas discussed include:
            a. Helping professions (education, social work, psychology, service professions, etc.)
            b. Health professions (nursing, health sciences)
            c. Communications and culture
            d. STEM
            e. Arts
            f. Global/international
            g. Social sciences
            h. Technology
            i. Business/management
            j. Leadership
            k. General liberal arts option (interdisciplinary degree)
   2. Pre-orientation inventory to be completed to help determine cluster (i.e. Path Source)
   3. What is the beginning curriculum in each area to make sure students are not delaying graduation and getting closer to determining a major?
   4. Help students to understand how delaying a decision will impact their time to graduation.
   5. Consider phases of role out for meta majors focusing on exploring students

2. Assignment of tasks for next meeting
   a. October 5th – Tentative presentation to CEMAT with recommendations
Meeting adjourned at 4:34pm

Next Meeting: Thursday, August 13 from 3 to 4:30pm in Chapman 211